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Discourse Roles: Bonding and Resolution

Simon Garrod and Melody Terras

Human Communication Research Centre and Department of Psychology, University of Glasgow, Glasgow, S

Resolving links between subsequent referents (e.g.,the car) and open discourse roles (as inKeith drove
to London yesterday. The car kept overheating) is crucial for discourse understanding. This article
investigates the contribution of lexical semantic factors (e.g., thatdrive implies using avehicle) as
compared to more general contextual factors in the on-line resolution of such links. We report an
eye-tracking experiment that measures immediate and delayed effects of both kinds of information as
readers resolve the reference. The results indicate that lexical information dominates the initial linking
process with more general contextual influences emerging later. They are discussed in terms of the
distinction between earlybondingand subsequentresolutionprocesses that has been proposed for other
kinds of anaphoric interpretation (Sanford, Garrod, Lucas, & Henderson, 1983).© 2000 Academic Press
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to just understanding the individual sentence
contains, depends upon establishing approp
links. These links can be of various kinds: a
phoric, when an expression in one sentence p
back to some previous expression to whic
corefers (Garrod & Sanford, 1977); causal, wh
an event described in one sentence is taken a
cause or reason for the event described in an
(Trabasso & Sperry, 1985; van den Broek, 19
or in terms of what have sometimes been ca
discourse roles (Garrod & Sanford, 1981, 19
Carlson & Tanenhaus, 1988; Tanenhaus & C
son, 1989). Role-based links occur when so
thing that is mentioned in one sentence is un
stood to play a particular role in an event tha
mentioned in another sentence.

For example, if you were to ask which “ca
is being talked about in sentence (2) you wo
typically get the answer “it’s the one Keith to
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inferred to fill an open (i.e., as yet uninstan
ated) role in the event of driving to Lond
described in (1).

(1) Keith drove to London yesterday.
(2) The car kept overheating.

The questions addressed here concern
process by which such discourse role links
established during reading. In particular, is
top-down expectation-driven process or is
instigated only by encountering the refere
itself [e.g., the car in (2)]? Are references
discourse roles resolved on the basis of a
resentation of the complete situation (e.g., K
driving to London yesterday) or is the proc
driven by verb-based semantic information
dependent of the situation (e.g., on the bas
the verbdrove implying the use of a vehicle
And, finally, are they resolved on-line when
reference is first encountered or is the pro
delayed until the whole sentence has been r
The literature is unclear on these points.

This article is organized into three sectio
First we consider the current evidence on es
lishing and resolving discourse roles, review
both off-line memory and on-line reading-tim
studies. Two points emerge from this revie
(a) different studies, using different method
ogies and materials, lead to very different c
clusions about how a reader represents th
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implications about the top-down or bottom-
nature of the role resolution process, and (b)
not clear from the literature how verb-bas
lexical knowledge, as opposed to situatio
knowledge, contributes to establishing the
course role link.

In the second section, we report an eye-tra
ing experiment designed both to evaluate
contribution of lexical and situational know
edge and to establish precisely how and w
role links are resolved during reading. Fina
we present a two-stage model of the resolu
process which takes into account the respe
contributions of these two kinds of knowled
in terms of a distinction between bonding a
resolution (Sanford & Garrod, 1989; Garrod
Sanford, 1994).

TOP-DOWN OR BOTTOM-UP
RESOLUTION OF DISCOURSE ROLES

Early research on discourse roles was m
vated by questions about the kind of repres
tation that a reader routinely derives from a t
For example, on encountering (1) does
reader construct a representation that in s
way encodes the information that Keith took
car to London? In an influential early stud
Johnson, Bransford, and Solomon (19
showed that participants falsely recognized
items containing an explicit role-filler (e.g.,the
man took his car to work) when they had pre
viously read sentences which had not m
tioned that role (e.g.,the man drove to work).
Hence, the authors suggested that the repre
tation did in fact encode the implicit role info
mation because readers could not discrimi
between the two in memory. In a similar ve
Paris and Lindauer (1976) demonstrated
implicit roles (e.g.,knife in the contextThe
teacher cut into the juicy steak) were just a
effective retrieval cues for sentences descri
the bare events as for sentences which
included the role-filler (e.g.,The teacher cu
nto the juicy steak with a knife). However, in
both cases the authors recognized that the
sults could reflect inferences made at the tim
testing and so might have little bearing on
representational question per se.

The relevance of the Paris and Linda
s
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by Corbett and Dosher (1978). They replica
the original result but also found that high
predictable role-fillers (e.g., the instrumentknife
for cutting steak) were better retrieval cues th
less predictable role-fillers even when the o
inal sentence had contained the less predic
item. Thusknife was a better cue for the se
tenceThe teacher cut the steak with a raz
blade than wasrazorblade.

The results of these early studies are there
equivocal about whether the original repres
tation of sentences like (1) encodes spe
information about open discourse roles (
Singer, 1979). In order to avoid some of
problems inherent in the retrieval cue meth
McKoon and Ratcliff (1981) applied a differe
technique. They carried out a series of exp
ments using materials of the following form

(3) Bobby got a saw,hammer,screwdriver,
and square from his toolbox.

(4) Then Bobbypoundedthe boards together
with nails.

(5) Then Bobbystuckthe boards together with
glue.

Their main objective was to determine whet
the event described in (4),pounding the board
together with nails,would activate the potenti
instrumenthammer,which had been introduce
in (3). They measured activation using
memory recognition probehammer,presente
immediately after the subjects had read ei
sentence (4) or sentence (5) and they fo
clear evidence for activation following (4)
compared to (5). Follow-up experiments a
demonstrated no such activation with less
dictable potential instruments [e.g., replac
mallet for hammer in (3)] and indicated tha
only the predictable instrumenthammerbecame
associated in memory with other words in
sentence (e.g.,boards) after subjects had stu
ed the text.

McKoon and Ratcliff’s (1981) results a
onsistent with the view that open discou
oles, such as those associated with imp
nstruments, can be encoded into the final
esentation of a sentence under certain co
ions: (i) when the role is strongly associa
ith the event and (ii) when the role-filler h
lready been mentioned in the context. T
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528 GARROD AND TERRAS
study by Lucas, Tanenhaus, and Carlson (19
who found evidence that an instrument in
ence is only made when the potential role-fi
(e.g.,hammer) is mentioned in the prior contex

owever, these findings leave at least two q
ions unanswered. First, does the strong as
tion between event and role come from kno
dge about the situation as a whole, or is it m

ntimately associated with knowledge of
eaning of a critical verb? Second, to w
xtent is the linking process part of the on-l
esolution of the sentence containing a refere
o a discourse role, as it is with the processin
ronouns and other anaphoric references (
hrlich & Rayner, 1983; Garrod, Freudenth
Boyle, 1994; Marslen-Wilson, Tyler, & Ko

ter, 1993; Rayner & Duffy, 1986)?

VERBS AND DISCOURSE ROLES

There has been a longstanding interest in
yntactic and semantic representations of v
ight encode role-based information (Rum
art, 1975; Schank, 1972; Schank & Abels
977; Carlson & Tanenhaus, 1988). For ex
le, a verb such asload is commonly associate
ith a THEME thematic role (i.e., the thin
eing loaded, as inHarry loaded the truck wit

urniture), but this thematic role is often le
nfilled (e.g., inHarry loaded the truck) and it
as been suggested that information about
oles may form part of the syntactic or sema
epresentation of the verb (Carlson & Tan
aus, 1988; Mauner, Tanenhaus, & Carls
995). These proposals raise important is
oncerning the psychological processes
olved in establishing discourse role links.
According to one view, implicit roles refle

ur knowledge of the whole situation be
escribed. Hence, if we attribute an instrum
ay hammer,to the event ofpounding a nai
nto a board,this would come from our know
dge of the whole situation and not just kno
dge of the meaning of the verbpound.On the
ther hand, it is possible that discourse

inks are only routinely made when the ro
ller matches some semantic specification o
ntecedent verb. In fact, experiments that h
xamined the automaticity of discourse role
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The first evidence derives from the confl

ng results of Singer (1979) and Garrod a
anford (1982). Singer (1979) compared re

ng times for sentences such as (8) below
owing a sentence that either explicitly me
ioned the instrumentshovel (7) or only
resupposed it (6).

(6) The boy cleared the snow from the stairs.
(7) The boy cleared the snow witha shovel.
(8) The shovelwas heavy.

Singer found that the time to read (8) was lon
in the context of (6) as compared to (7). T
was interpreted in light of Haviland and Clar
(1974) bridging account as indicating that
reader had to compute a bridge between
role-filler shoveland the antecedent eventclear-
ng the snow from the stairs,thereby suggestin
hat role resolution was not an automatic p
ess. However, Garrod and Sanford (19
ound no evidence of such bridging effec
sing materials like sentences (1) and (2)
ussed above and an explicit control con
ontaining the role-filler they found no diffe
nce in reading times [i.e., sentence (2)
ead just as quickly when preceded by (1)
hen preceded by (9)].

(1) Keith drove to London yesterday.
(9) Keith took hiscar to London yesterday.
(2) Thecar kept overheating.

They conjectured that the contrasting res
might reflect the degree to which implicit ro
were part of the semantic representation of
verbs used in each study. Singer had sele
his materials on the basis of a set of ev
instrument association norms. His informa
were asked what one would use toclear the
snow from the stairsand 90% responded wi
shovel. In contrast, Garrod and Sanford h
selected materials on the basis of verb-role
sociation with informants choosing the impl
role given the verb alone. For example, w
given drive more than 80% of informants ge
eratedcar as the theme. Clearly these two c
teria are very different. For example, the sem
tic association betweenclear and shovel is
rather weak, even though it may be a prefe
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529BONDING AND RESOLUTION OF DISCOURSE ROLES
the stairs.
Cotter (1984) explored these differences

greater detail. First, she replicated the orig
results for both the Singer (1979) and Gar
and Sanford (1982) materials. She then c
pared the verbs with respect to their diction
definitions and found that they differed in ter
of the probability of having the implied ro
mentioned as part of the verb’s definition. F
example, the definition given fordrive is to
convey in a VEHICLEbut the definition fo
clear is to free from obstruction.1 For all the
verbs used by Garrod and Sanford either
exact role or its superordinate category (e
vehicle for car) was given in the dictionar
whereas this was only true for half of the ve
used by Singer. Interestingly, Cotter also d
onstrated that the degree of association betw
the complete verb phrase (e.g.,clear the snow
from the stairs) and the implied role (e.g
shovel) was just as high for the two kinds
material. Hence, Cotter’s analysis supports
proposal that open roles may only be dire
accessible for processing when there is a st
semantic relationship between verb and r
This conclusion is consistent with the ear
McKoon and Ratcliff (1981) finding that on
strongly associated instruments were activ
by the occurrence of the subsequent verb.

There is other evidence to suggest that v
may impose semantic restrictions on their a
ciated role-fillers. In an eye-tracking expe
ment, Garrod, O’Brien, Morris, and Rayn
(1990; see also O’Brien, Shank, Myers,
Rayner, 1988) showed that introducing an
strument such asweapon in the context of
verb such asstab,which restricts its instrume
ole to be knife-like, affected the ease of s
equent reference to the weapon as aknife.

Thus, they found that gaze duration onthe knife
was shorter in the contextstab with a weapon

hich imposes a knife-like restriction on t
eapon, than in the contextassault with a
eapon, which imposes no such restrictio
ne conclusion from this study is that the d
ourse representation for verbs such asstab
ncludes semantic information about their

1 Collins Cobuild English Language Dictionary.
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gration of a matching role-filler.
However, there is one problem with this p

posal. Commonly verbs select for very differ
role-fillers depending upon the context. For
ample, a verb such ascutwill strongly select th
instrumentknife in the context of cutting into
steak, but select forscissorsin the context o
cutting someone’s hair. The question there
arises as to whether the strong association
tween verb and instrument can be mediate
the context in which the verb occurs or res
from a purely lexical association between
verb and its role-filler. If the verb alone pla
the most important role, we might expect o
the most strongly associated or dominant r
fillers to be resolved automatically, as sugge
by McKoon and Ratcliff’s (1981) probe-reco
nition study. On the other hand, if the link
established via a representation of the event
whole, only contextually appropriate role lin
should be resolved automatically.

The experiment reported here was desig
to differentiate between these two possibili
and to establish the precise on-line nature o
resolution of such discourse-role links dur
normal reading. It arose out of a pilot study (
Terras, 1997) in which we had tracked read
eye movements while they read materials
those used by Garrod and Sanford (1982). H
ever, for each verb two different role-fille
were selected according to the context in wh
the verb occurred. Thus a verb such aswrite
would appear either in the context ofwriting a
letter or writing an exercise on a blackboa
[see (10) and (11) below]:

(10) The teacher was busywriting a letter of
complaintto a parent.

(10a) The teacher was busywriting a letter of
complaint with a pen.

However, she was disturbed by a loud scream
from the back of the class andthe pendropped
on the floor. . . .

(11) The teacher was busywriting an exercise
on the blackboard.

(11a) The teacher was busywriting an exercise
on the blackboard with chalk.

However, she was disturbed by a loud scream
from the back of the class andthe chalk
dropped on the floor. . . .
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read a subsequent clause (shown below
example) containing a target reference to ei
the penor the chalkin contexts which containe
either an implicit reference to the instrum
through the event described [as in (10) and (
or a direct antecedent reference [as in (10a)
(11a)]. Post hoc analysis of the eye-movem
data suggested that for each verb there w
dominant role-filler. Readers would take lon
overall when interpreting references to impl
roles when the filler was less strongly associ
with the verb alone (e.g.,chalk with write ver-
us pen with write). The presence of a dom
ance effect suggested a way of contras

exical with contextual influences on discou
ole resolution and this forms the basis of
resent experiment.
For any role-filler pair it is possible to com

are appropriate versus inappropriate cont
or both dominant and nondominant verb–r
airings. For example, with the dominant p
rite–pen you can have appropriate conte

ike (10) above and inappropriate contexts
12) below. Conversely, these same cont
an introduce a nondominant fillerchalkappro-
riately in (11) above and inappropriately
13) below.

(12) The teacher was busywriting an exercise
on the blackboard.

(12a) The teacher was busywriting an exercise
on the blackboard with a pen.

However, she was disturbed by a loud scream
from the back of the class andthe pendropped
on the floor. . . .

(13) The teacher was busywriting a letter of
complaintto a parent.

(13a) The teacher was busywriting a letter of
complaintwith chalk.

However, she was disturbed by a loud scream
from the back of the class andthe chalk
dropped on the floor. . . .

If the resolution process were driven prima
by the lexical relationship between verb a
role-filler, then we would expect early reso
tion processes to be governed by lexical do
nance. Thus, readers should automatically
grate the dominant fillerpenwith the verbwrite
irrespective of the context in which it occu
[i.e., in both (10) and (12)], whereas, for t
ch
r
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immediate attempt to integrate the refere
even in appropriate contexts such as (11).

Conversely, if resolution were driven by t
overall context of introduction, boththe penand
he chalkshould be immediately integrated in
he appropriate contexts [(10) and (11)] but
he inappropriate ones [(12) and (13)].
ourse it could also be that lexical and con
ual factors influence resolution at differe
oints in reading. Thus it is possible to hav

wo-stage process with the lexical relations
ominating immediate processing and con

ual effects emerging later.
The eye-tracking method is ideally suited

ncovering such time-course effects. Early
ects will show up in differences in first-pa
eading times (i.e., the time spent fixating
egion before the eye moves on) when the
ial role-based target references are enc
ered. Later effects will show up in the seco
ass reading times following exposure to
est of the sentence.

First, let us consider how lexical effec
ight emerge in the reading-time data. Here

rucial contrast is between conditions in wh
he role is only implied by the verb [as in (1
nd (11)] and conditions in which the role-fil
as been explicitly introduced in the cont

e.g., aswith a pen in (10a), orwith chalk in
11a)]. In line with Singer (1979) and Garr
nd Sanford (1982), explicit conditions serve
baseline against which to examine any eff

n implicit conditions that reflect the integrati
f role-filler with implicit role. Thus to establis
arly lexical influence we need to look at

ncreased first-pass reading times forthe chalk
roppedor the pen droppedin the implicit ap-
ropriate context conditions [i.e., (10) and (1
s compared to theexplicit appropriate conte
aseline conditions [i.e., (10a) and (11a)]. T

exical account would predict implicit–explic
ifferences in first-pass reading times for
ondominantchalk but not for the dominan
en.We shall refer to this contrast as thelexical
ffect.
To establish early contextual influences

eed to make a quite different initial compa
on. If context were the primary factor,
ould expect to find an increase in first-p
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inappropriate context writing on the black
board [i.e., (12)] as compared to theappropri-
ate context writing a letter [i.e., (10)], and a
similar increased reading time forthe chalk fel
following the inappropriate context writing a
letter [i.e., (13)], as compared to theappropri-
ate context writing on the blackboard[i.e.,
(11)]. This contrast we shall refer to as
context effect.

To reiterate, if discourse role resolution
dominated by lexical influences we should
pect an early lexical effect for nondomina
role-fillers, such aschalkin the context ofwrite,
but no such effect for dominant role-fillers, su
aspenin the context ofwrite. Conversely, if the
process is dominated by context we should
pect an early context effect for both the do
nant and nondominant role-fillers that would
reflected in the contrast between the inappro
ate and appropriate implicit contexts.

Finally, the context effect might be media
by dominance. Thus it could be that only
dominant role-fillers (e.g.,pen) enable early ac
cess to context, in which case we would exp
to detect an earlier emergence of the con
effect following pen than followingchalk.The
experiment was designed to tease apart t
various effects over the time course of read
the critical sentences.

METHOD

Participants

Forty-eight students from the University
Glasgow were paid to participate in the exp
iment. All were native speakers of Engli
Some of them had previously participated
other eye-tracking studies but none had ta
part in any of the pretests.

Materials and Design

Twelve verbs and their 24 context-depend
role-fillers were used to generate the stimu
materials. They were carefully pretested to
sure that each verb–role pairing had a str
association, but with evidence for a clear do
inance of one verb–role pairing over the othe
the absence of context. This was done in a s
of association pretests to establish the mem
relationship between verb and role.
-

-

i-

t
t

se
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t
s
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g
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s
y

Association pretests.The verb–role sets we
used in an association pretest for forward (v
to-role) and backward (role-to-verb) asso
tions. For the verb–role test there were
versions. In one, 30 participants were given
task of deciding, “What do you VERB with?
where “VERB” was replaced with each
the 12 verbs (e.g., “What do you WRIT
with?”). In the other, another 30 participa
had to establish the degree to which
verb plus its minimal context selected
a special role-filler: the question here w
“What do you VERB1OBJECT with?” wher
“VERB1OBJECT” was replaced with the sa
verbs but different restrictions (e.g., “What
you WRITE A LETTER with?” or “What do
you WRITE ON THE BLACKBOARD
with?”). Finally, a third group of 30 participan
were given the role–verb association test w
the question “What do you do with ROLE
where “ROLE” was replaced with the set
roles to be used in the experiment (e.g., “W
do you do with A PEN?” or “What do you d
with A PIECE OF CHALK?”). For each test th
participants were allowed to write down
many items as came to mind.

The results from these tests were used
classify fillers as verb dominant as oppose
just context dominant. The verb-dominant o
were taken to be those elicited more often in
default condition (i.e., with the verb alone). T
percentage of participants choosing the filler
verbs for the various association tests is sh
in Table 1 sorted by dominance. As can be s
in the table, dominant verb–role pairs prod
stronger associations for both the verb–
[t(11) 5 5.82,p , .001) and verb1object–role
tests [t (11) 5 3.73,p , 0.01]. In fact, for 11 o
the 12 verbs the dominant role was mentio

Percentage of Participants Choosing Dominant and
ominant Role-Fillers Given the Verb (Column 1) or Giv

he Verb1Object (Column 2) and Percentage of Par
ants Choosing the Verb Given the Role-Filler (Colum

Verb Verb1object Role

Dominant 64.28 91.22 82
Nondominant 5.75 75.67 73.8
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alone and in the remaining case the domin
association was with a body part (e.g.,eyesfor
ee), which would not normally be taken as
ole-filler (see Dosher & Corbett, 1982).

Finally, the table illustrates that the dom
ance difference does not carry through to
ackward association between role-filler
erb. Despite the slightly greater proportion
articipants choosing the verb following dom
ant fillers, there is no reliable difference acr
aterials [t (11)5 0.89,p 5 0.39]. So the bas

difference between dominant and nondomin
fillers is in the verb–role default association t
Both dominant and nondominant fillers
readily elicited when given the verb plus a m
imal context and will strongly elicit the ve
when presented alone. Thus the differenc
mainly in the forward association between v
and role-filler.

These 24 dominant and nondominant ve
role pairings were incorporated into conte
designed to select for each role. The cont
were also pretested to ensure that they w
truly selective for that role-filler.

Context pretest.The final pretest was d
signed to make sure that the dominant or n
dominant contexts would select for their app
priate role-fillers even in the absence of
critical verb. It is important to show thata
teacher doing something with a letterdoes no
inadvertently suggest the presence ofchalk or
thata teacher doing something with an exerc
on the blackboarddoes not inadvertently su
gest the presence of apen.If they did so, then i
would confound any dominance effect aris
purely from verbwrite. To ensure that this wa
not the case a neutral verb was chosen to rep
the critical verb in all the contexts to be used
the main experiment. For example, the two c
texts for the verbwrite were: She was bus
writing a letter of complaint to a parentandshe
was busy writing an exercise on the blackboa
These were changed to:She was busy reading
letter of complaint from a parentand she wa
busy reading an exercise on the blackboa
Unlike write, readdoes not require any instr
ment and should not bias toward either
dominant appropriate role-fillerpenor the non
dominant appropriate role-fillerchalk.
t

e

s

t
.

is

–

s
e

-
-

ce

-

.

.

were put into the full context used in the m
experiment (see Table 2) up to the point wh
the critical role-filler would have been me
tioned. Fifty participants were then required
choose which of the two possible role-fille
(e.g.,penor chalk) was most likely to occur i
that context. For even the least effective c
text, at least 75% of participants chose the
propriate role-filler for that context (e.g., th
chosepen in the context ofreading a letter o
complaintand they chosechalkin the context o
reading an exercise on the blackboard.) Fur-
thermore, across all contexts the appropr
role-filler was chosen by 94% of participants
average. Thus the contexts clearly favored t
appropriate role-fillers even in the absence
the verb. Hence, any dominance effects co
be attributed solely to the verb rather than
context surrounding that verb.

Experimental stimuli.The experimental stim
uli were constructed out of these 12 verb–
sets and the pretested contexts. In order to
crease the number of experimental mater
each verb–role pair was used twice but in
ferent contexts. An example of one set of st
uli is shown in Table 2 (the complete set
verbs and role-fillers is shown in the Appen
1 and the complete set of contexts together
the replacement verbs used in the context
test is shown in Appendix 2).

The stimulus passages all conformed t
standard format. Each had an introductory s
tence that established the general contex
interpretation. Then the second sentence m
tioned the verb together with the role-selec
context and either explicitly stated or impli
the target role-filler. The third sentence c
tained the crucial anaphoric reference to
verb role, which was either the dominant
nondominant role-filler for the verb and w
always separated from the sentence conta
the verb by at least one intervening clau
There was then a final filler sentence to ins
that the passages were coherent.

This produced eight experimental conditio
two within-subjects (and within-items) facto
of context type (appropriate or inappropri
context) and explicitness (explicit or impli
introduction of the role) and one between-s
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jects (but within-item) factor, target type (do
inant or nondominant target).

Eight experimental lists of materials we
compiled for presentation, with each list co
taining six passages in each of the four with
subject experimental conditions. Thus, e
passage in each condition was read by six
ticipants. The stimuli were presented in a fix
random order and questions were given at
end of each passage to ensure that particip
had read the materials carefully. These 24
terials were then intermixed with a further
from another experiment, which acted as fill

Apparatus and Procedure

Eye movements were monitored by a S
ford Research Institute Dual Purkinje Gene
tion 5.5 Eye Tracking System made by Fo
ward Technologies under license to S.R.I.
eye-tracker has an angular resolution of 109 arc.

iewing was binocular with eye location bei
ecorded from the right eye. The eye-track

Sample Materials

Dominant verb–ro

The teacher worked quietly as the children read their
Appropriate context

She was busywriting a letter of complaint to a parent.
he was busywriting a letter of complaintwith a pen.
Inappropriate context

he was busywriting an exerciseon the blackboardby th
he was busywriting an exerciseon the blackboard with
Target sentence
owever, she was disturbed by a loud scream from th
on the floor.

he called for quiet and threatened the class with det

Nondominant verb–r

he teacher worked quietly as the children read their
Appropriate context

he was busywriting an exerciseon the blackboardby th
he was busywriting an exerciseon the blackboard with
Inappropriate context

he was busywriting a letter of complaint to a parent.
he was busywriting a letter of complaintwith chalk.
Target sentence
owever, she was disturbed by a loud scream from th
on the floor.

he called for quiet and threatened the class with det
-
h
r-

e
ts
-

.

-
-
-
e

system was interfaced with a Vanilla 386 co
puter that controlled the presentation of stim
and recorded the output from the eye-track
system. The experimental stimuli were p
sented on a VDU, which also interfaced w
the Vanilla. The VDU was located at a distan
of 70 cm and the material spanned six to e
lines, with a maximum of 65 characters per li
There were 3.5 characters per degree of vi
angle. The position of a participant’s eye w
sampled every millisecond and analyzed u
software that continuously monitored the out
in order to establish the sequence of eye fi
tions and measured their start and finish time
the nearest millisecond.2 Hence, a continuou
record of eye movements, fixation position,
fixation duration was obtained.

2 This software was developed by Dr. Charles Clif
hose support we gratefully acknowledge.

ed in the Experiment

pair (WRITE–PEN)

ks.

Implicit antecede
Explicit anteceden

or. Implicit antecede
en. Explicit anteceden

ack of the class andthe pendropped

on if there was any further disturbance.

pair (WRITE–CHALK)

ks.

or. Implicit antecede
alk. Explicit anteceden

Implicit antecede
Explicit anteceden

ack of the class andthe chalkdropped

on if there was any further disturbance.
Us
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The crucial sentences for testing the lex
and context effects predicted earlier are the
tences containing the target role-filler ref
ences (e.g.,the pen droppedor the chalk
dropped). So the eye movement record w
analyzed in terms of two critical regions
these sentences. First, there was the region
taining the role-filler noun (e.g.,penor chalk).
For the dominant materials this region had
average length of 5.7 characters ranging fro
to 11 characters across the materials. For
nondominant materials its average length
6.2 characters ranging from 4 to 11 charac
across the materials. Analysis from the p
experiment indicated that the strongest eff
were likely to occur in the spillover regio
beyond the target noun. So a second verb re
was defined. The verb region either contai
the verb alone (e.g.,dropped) or, if the nex
word was an auxiliary or an adverb, the reg
included that word and the following main ve
(e.g., was put). This was to ensure that t
egions were of sufficient size for analysis.
oth the dominant and nondominant mater

hese regions were identical with an aver
ength 9.2 characters and a range of 5 to
haracters.
The reading times were analyzed accord

o the three measures illustrated for the n
egion chalk in Fig. 1. To detect the earlie
ffects we used afirst-pass reading timemea-

sure that sums the fixation durations from fi
fixating the region until the eye moves out of
region either to the left or right (these will
referred to as N1 or V1 times for noun and v
region respectively).3 To detect early effec
including initial repair we used theregression
path reading-timemeasure, which sums all fi
ation durations from first fixation of the regi
until the eye goes beyond that region (refe
to as N2 and V2). Finally, we recordedsecond
pass reading-timefor the noun region as a me
sure of later processing effects (referred to
N3). This measure includes durations for
fixations on the region which occur after
first-pass reading of the region. In addition

3 For the noun region in which there is only a single w
this measure is also referred to as gaze duration.
l
-

n-
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looked at the proportion of first-pass regress
for the verb region in order to check for ea
repair processes.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The main predictions concern the earl
point in reading the target sentences at w
the lexical and context effects can be detec
As pointed out earlier, the lexical effect rela
to the reading-time difference following app
priate implicit contexts (e.g.,writing a letter for
penandwriting on the blackboardfor chalk) as
compared to appropriate explicit contexts (e
writing a letter with a penfor penandwriting
on the blackboard with chalkfor chalk). By
contrast the context effect relates to the read
time difference following inappropriate implic
contexts (e.g.,writing on the blackboardfor pen
andwriting a letter for chalk ) as compared t
appropriate implicit contexts (e.g.,writing a
letter for penandwriting on the blackboardfor
chalk). First we give a brief overview of th
main results relating to these two effects
then report the detailed analysis of read
times and pattern of regressions from the crit
regions.

Overview of the Main Reading-Time Result

The main results in relation to the lexical a
context effects are illustrated in Fig. 2. T

FIG. 1. An illustration of the three reading time measu
used in the experiment for the noun region/chalk/.
numbers represent a hypothetical sequence of fixations
different measures [N15 First pass (noun region), N25

egression path (noun region), N35 Second pass(nou
egion)] are shown as summations of durations for t
xations (e.g.,t11t2. . .).
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left-hand panel shows progressive measure
the lexical effect (represented as the differe
in reading time following implicit as opposed
explicit appropriate contexts) for both domin
and nondominant targets. Starting with the fi
pass reading of the noun region (i.e., N1 and
measures) there is a small and partially relia
lexical effect for nondominant but not for do
inant targets. The magnitude of the effect
creases and is reliable in both the first-pass
V1) and regression-path reading times (i.e.,
for the verb region but is no longer presen
the second-pass reading times for the noun
gion (i.e., N3). This indicates an early lexi
influence with nondominant targets exhibit
consistently longer reading times in the impl
conditions.

The right-hand panel shows the same
gressive measures of the context effect (re
sented as the difference in reading time follo
ing inappropriate as opposed to appropr
implicit contexts). Here there are no cont
effects detectable in either the first-pass m
sures in the noun region or the first pass m

FIG. 2. The lexical and the context effects for th
The lexical effect is shown as the difference in re
context condition and the explicit appropriate con
in reading time (in milliseconds) between the in
implicit context condition. N1 corresponds to the fi
and N3 to the second-pass reading-time effect for
reading-time effect and V2 to the regression-path
standard error).
of
e

-
2
e

-
.,
)

-

-
-

-
e
t
-
-

sures in the verb region (i.e., N1 and V1). Ho
ever, a strong effect emerges for the domin
targets in the verb region with the regress
path time analysis (i.e., V2). This indicates
early influence of context for the dominant
not the nondominant targets. Finally, there
strong context effect detectable in the seco
pass reading times on the noun (i.e., N3)
both dominant and nondominant targets. Th
findings are corroborated by the pattern of fi
pass regressions following fixation of the ve

The detailed analysis of these results is g
below for the noun and then the verb regio

First-Pass Reading Time: Noun Region

Table 3 shows the first-pass reading time
regression-path times for the noun region a
aged across participants and items (i.e., N1
N2). Only trials with first-pass fixations we
included in this and subsequent analyses.
table also shows the probability of first-p
fixation in this region under the different co
ditions of the experiment.

rst- and second-pass reading measures in the experim
g time (in milliseconds) between the implicit appropria

t condition. The context effect is shown as the differen
ropriate implicit context condition and the appropria

pass reading-time effect N2 to regression path time eff
noun region (see Fig. 1). V1 corresponds to the first-

ading-time effect for the verb region (error bars show6
e fi
adin
tex
app
rst-
the
re
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The means of the first-pass measures ca
lated both across participants and across i
were entered into 23 2 3 2 analysis of vari

nce designs with target type as a betw
ubject (but within-items) factor and cont
nd explicitness as within-subjects (and with

tems) factors. All the analyses we report
ased on treating both subjects as a ran
ffect (F1) and materials as a random eff
F2) and all are reliable at less than the .05 le

unless otherwise stated.
As indicated above, the first-pass analyse

the noun region produce only one consis
result, which is a marginally reliable lexic
effect for the nondominant targets. There is
evidence for any contextual effect emerg
while reading this region.

Thus the overall analysis for first-pass re
ing times (i.e., N1) revealed no reliable m
effects or interactions (For allF1s andF2sp .
.1). However, in examining the planned co
parison for the lexical effect (i.e., the differen
between implicit versus explicit appropria
contexts) there was a marginal effect of 16ms
for the nondominant targets [F1(1,23)5 3.36,

Se 5 2377,p 5 .08;F2(1,23)5 3.03,MSe 5
1686,p 5 .09].

Given the relatively low probability of firs
pass fixation in the noun region it was deci
to carry out an additional first-pass analy
extending the region to the left by up to fo
characters until a fixation was encountered. T
fixation was then included as a first-pass rea
time on the region. The analyses of the exten

First-Pass Reading Times and Regre

Dominant targets

Context: Appropriate In

Antecedent
First pass
Explicit 255 (54) 2
Implicit 256 (48) 2

Regression path
Explicit 284 2
Implicit 298 2

Note.Percentage first pass fixations in parentheses.
u-
s

-

-

m
t
l

f
t

-

s
g
d

region data did not alter the pattern of resu
There were no reliable main effects or inter
tions and only a marginally reliable lexical
fect of 20 ms between implicit and explic
appropriate context conditions for nondomin
targets [F1(1,23)5 3.31,MSe 5 2492,p 5 .08;

2(1,23)5 3.56,MSe 5 1248.p 5 .07].
The final analysis we carried out was on

egression-path time data (N2). The data a
ged across subjects and items were entere

he same ANOVA designs as used ear
hese produced no reliable main effects or

eractions (For allF1s andF2sp . 0.1). How-
ver, the lexical effect of 56ms was again
arginally reliable for the nondominant targ

F1(1,23) 5 3.58, MSe 5 10763, p 5 .07;
2(1,23)5 3.87,MSe 5 5253,p 5 .06].

irst-Pass Reading Time: Verb Region

The first-pass reading time (V1) and regr
ion-path time (V2) for the verb region a
hown in Table 4, averaged across particip
nd items. The probability of first-pass fixat

s also shown. Here there is evidence both
exical effect for nondominant targets and
arly context effect for dominant targets t
ppears in the regression-path time analysi
The first-pass times (V1) were analyzed

he same ANOVA designs as used with
oun region and this produced only one m
inally reliable main effect of explicitness (E
licit 5 278 ms, Implicit 5 294 ms) in the

by-items analysis [F2 (1,23) 5 3.58, MSe 5
2863, p 5 .07]. However, there was also

on-Path Times for the Noun Region (in ms)

Nondominant targets

ropriate Appropriate Inapprop

(57) 246 (66) 263 (67)
(56) 262 (63) 251 (56)

284 319
340 287
ssi

app

52
51

99
99
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reliable interaction between explicitness
dominance [F1(1,46) 5 4.03. MSe 5 4874;
F2(1,23) 5 4.2, MSe 5 4249]. Exploring this
interaction further revealed that it was entir
due to the effect of explicitness for the no
dominant targets (Explicit5 280ms,Implicit 5
315 ms; F1(1,23) 5 8.75, MSe 5 5298;
F2(1,23)5 4.89,MSe 5 4479]. No other inter-
actions emerged across either subjects or i
(for all F1s andF2s p . .1]. So the first-pas
times for the verb region with the nondomin
targets show an extension of the earlier lex
effect found in the noun region.

We now turn to the regression-path time d
(V2) for the verb region (see Table 4). The
were analyzed in the same ANOVA designs
used for the other measures. They reveal
main effect of explicitness [Explicit5 351 ms,
Implicit 5 393 ms; F1(1,46) 5 8.16, MSe 5

3495;F2(1,23)5 4.71,MSe 5 11649] and two
interactions, one between explicitness and
text [F1(1,46)5 4.63,MSe 5 9252;F2(1,23)5
5.85,MSe 5 8699] and another between tar
type and context, reliable in the by-subje
analysis [F1(1,46) 5 3.8, MSe 5 19545,p 5
.05) but not by items (F2,1). To understan
this complex pattern of results we need to l
separately at the effects associated with the
kinds of target.

First, for the nondominant targets there
again an effect of explicitness (Explicit5 360
ms, Implicit 5 416 ms) which is reliable by
subjects [F1(1,23)5 7.75,MSe 5 13884] and
marginally reliable by items [F2(1,23)5 3.44,

First-Pass Reading Times and Regre

Dominant targets

Context: Appropriate In

Antecedent
First pass
Explicit 285 (80) 2
Implicit 273 (78) 2

Regression path
Explicit 339 3
Implicit 319 4

Note.Percentage of first pass fixations is shown in p
s

l

s
a

-

t

o

MSe 5 14198, p 5 .076]. No other effect
approach significance for these targets (AllF1s
and F2s , 1). However, when we look at th
dominant targets there is a quite different p
tern with both an effect of context (Approp
ate 5 329 ms, Inappropriate 5 382 ms;
F1(1,23) 5 4.94, MSe 5 13439; F2(1,23) 5
3.43, MSe 5 18959,p 5 .076] and, more im-
portantly, an interaction between context
explicitness [F1(1,23) 5 4.65, MSe 5 12093
F2(1,23)5 7.99,MSe 5 8238]. This is due to
reliable context effect as shown in the diff
ence of 101ms between appropriate and ina
propriate contexts in the implicit conditio
[F1(1,23)5 10.12,MSe 5 12093;F2(1,23)5

5.88,MSe 5 8238].
So the first-pass reading time and regress

path time analyses of the noun (i.e., N1 and
and verb (i.e., V1 and V2) regions confirm
pattern summarized earlier. For the nondomi
targets there is some evidence of an early le
effect in the noun region that shows up a
marginal difference between the implicit and
plicit appropriate context conditions (i.e., forchalk
following write on a blackboardas compared t
chalk following write on a blackboard wit
chalk). This is apparent to some degree in both
N1 and N2 analyses. The effect then increases
is reliable in the V1 and V2 analyses of the v
region. However, for these nondominant tar
there is no evidence for an early emergence
context effect.

The situation for dominant targets is quite
ferent. Here, N1 and N2 analyses of the n

ion-Path Times for the Verb Region (in ms)

Nondominant targets

ropriate Appropriate Inapprop

(80) 284 (79) 275 (77)
(68) 314 (83) 316 (83)

371 349
419 412

ntheses.
ss

app
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71

43
20
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region show neither lexical nor context effe
However, in the verb region there is strong e
dence of a context effect in the V2 analysis (
for pen droppedfollowing write on a blackboar
s compared topen droppedfollowing write a

letter). This suggests an earlier influence of c
text for the dominant verb–role pairs.

We turn now to the second-pass analyse
the noun region to establish any secondary
cessing effects associated with the lexica
context effects observed in the first-pass
regression-path times.

Second-Pass Reading Time: Noun Region

The second-pass reading times for the n
region averaged across participants and it
are shown in Table 5. The only major resul
that of context, for both dominant and nondo
nant target items.

The data were analyzed in the same ANO
designs used for the first-pass times. This
duced three main effects: target type [Do
nant 5 193 ms, Nondominant5 229 ms; F1
1,46) 5 5.03,MSe 5 12915,F2(1,23)5 7.1,

MSe 5 9527], explicitness (Explicit5 198 ms,
Implicit 5 224 ms; F1 (1,46)5 4.24, MSe 5
7400; F2 (1,23) 5 4.97, MSe 5 5567], and
ontext [Appropriate5 187 ms, Inappropri-

ate5 224ms; F1 (1,46)5 22.02,MSe 5 5044;
2 (1,23)5 22.66,MSe 5 4928]. The targe

type effect is probably simply due to the diff
ence in average region size for the dominant
nondominant targets. The other effects are c
plicated by a marginally reliable interaction b
tween explicitness and context [F1(1,46) 5
3.56,MSe 5 5406,p 5 .06; F2 (1,23)5 3.02,

Se 5 5947,p 5 .09]. This interaction is ex-
pected because in the explicit conditions

Second-Pass Reading T

Dominant targets

Context: Appropriate Ina

Antecedent
Second pass
Explicit 170
Implicit 164
.
-
,

-

f
-
r
d

n
s

-

d
-

role-filler has already been encountered in
context in the prior material. Hence, in the
plicit inappropriate context condition the rea
should have reconstrued their interpretatio
accommodate the inappropriate role-filler so
time before they encounter the target regio

To understand the pattern of results m
clearly we need to analyze the two kinds of tar
separately. First, for the dominant targets the
only one reliable main effect, that of context [A
propriate5 167ms,Inappropriate5 217ms; F1
(1,23)5 8.34,MSe 5 7206;F2 (1,23)5 10.58
MSe 5 5831], which is also present as a con
effect in relation to the planned comparison
context across implicit conditions [F1 (1,23) 5
13.04;F2 (1,23)5 9.4]. So this effect extends th
uncovered in the regression-path reading-
analysis discussed above.

Turning to the nondominant targets there
marginal main effect of explicitness [Explicit5
213 ms, Implicit 5 245 ms; F1 (1,23)5 3.34,
MSe 5 7261,p 5 .08;F2(1,23)5 4.01,MSe 5
5907,p 5 .06], but this is not associated with
reliable lexical effect in the planned comparis
( for the implicit/explicit difference in the ap
propriate context conditions bothF1 andF2 ,
1). This is because there is also a reliable m
effect of context [Appropriate5 206 ms,Inap-
propriate5 252ms; F1 (1,23)5 17.72,MSe 5
2883;F2(1,23)5 11.29,MSe 5 4449] which is
primarily associated with the implicit antece
ent conditions. Thus, the planned compariso
context across implicit conditions is now re
able for the nondominant targets [F1 (1,23)5
7.97;F2 (1,23)5 6.87].

The second-pass reading times there
show that the nondominant targets are now
having just like the dominant targets in terms

s for the Noun Region (ms)

Nondominant targets

opriate Appropriate Inapprop

5 197 229
9 214 275
ime

ppr

19
23
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the emergence of a late context effect and
appearance of the earlier lexical effect. We t
finally to the analysis of the pattern of regr
sive eye movements following fixation of t
verb to check that they confirm the reading-t
effects reported above.

First-Pass Regressions from the Verb

The percentage of regressive saccades
lowing first-pass fixation of the verb are sho
in Table 6 averaged across participants
items. The overall pattern is consistent with
regression-path reading-time analysis descr
above (i.e., V2). With dominant targets there
substantially more regressions from the ve
following implicit introduction of the antece
ent in inappropriate contexts (e.g., followingthe
pen fell in the context ofwriting on the black

oard), as would be expected given the con
ffect in the V2 data reported above. For
ondominant targets, this pattern does not oc
To test the reliability of these effects, the d

cross participants and items were analyze
he same 23 2 3 2 ANOVA designs used fo
he reading-time data. The analysis confirms
bservations. There two main effects, expli
ess [Explicit 5 12%, Implicit 5 18.9%;
1(1,46)5 6.59,MSe 5 .338;F2(1,23)5 5.76,
Se 5 400] and context (Appropriate5 13.2%

Inappropriate5 17.6%), which is reliable in th
items analysis [F2(1,23) 5 4.15, MSe 5 536]
but not by subjects (F1 , 1). The items analy
ses also produced a reliable interaction betw
target type and context [F2 5 4.457, MSe 5
303] and a reliable three-way interaction
tween target type, explicitness, and contextF2
(1,23)5 4.75,MSe 5 180].

To interpret this complex pattern of results
need to look at the different target types se

Percentage of First-Pass Regressive Saccades from t

Antecedent

Dominant targets

Context: Appropriate

Explicit 12.7
Implicit 13.4
-

l-

d

d

s

t

r.

in

r

n

-

-

rately. First, for nondominant targets there is o
one marginal effect, which is that of explicitne
(Explicit 5 12%, Implicit5 17.2%) and it is onl

arginally reliable in the subjects analysisF1
1,23)5 2.95,MSe 5 233,p 5 .099]. No othe

main effects or interactions emerge for the n
dominant target data (forF1s andF2s allps. .1).

Turning to the dominant targets there i
marginal effect of explicitness [Explicit5
12.3%, Implicit 5 20.5%; F1 (1,23) 5 3.71,
MSe 5 427,p 5 .06;F2 (1,23)5 3.709,MSe 5
442,p 5 .06] and a marginal effect of context
he items analysis [Appropriate5 13.1%, Inap
propriate5 19.7%;F2 (1,23)5 3.01, MSe 5
562,p 5 .09]. These main effects are qualifi
by an interaction between explicitness and c
text, which is reliable in the items analysis [F1
(1,23) 5 9.39, MSe 5 232]. However, th
planned comparison for the context effect (
the difference between inappropriate and ap
priate contexts in the implicit conditions)
reliable by both subjects and items [F1 (1,23)5
4.29, F2 (1.23) 5 16.62]. This reflects th
14.2% difference between the percentage
first-pass regressions in inappropriate imp
conditions as compared to appropriate imp
conditions.

So the pattern of first-pass regressions f
the verb confirms the earlier analysis of reg
sion path times for the verb region. There
strong context effect for the dominant targ
and only a weak explicitness effect for the n
dominant targets.

Summary of the Target Sentence Reading
Time and Pattern of Regressive Eye
Movements Analyses

The reading-time and regression-pat
analyses point to a clear difference betw

Verb to an Earlier Region Following the Critical Role R

Nondominant targets

ppropriate Appropriate Inapprop

11.8 11.0 12.5
7.6 15.8 18.6
he

Ina

2
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The first finding is that with nondominant ver
role pairs (e.g.,write–chalk) there is evidenc

f an early lexical effect. Hence, the role-fille
ntegrated more rapidly following explicit intr
uction of the antecedent (e.g.,write on a black
oard with chalk) as compared to implicit in

roduction (e.g., write on a blackboard).
However, for dominant verb–role pairs (e
write–pen) there is no difference between
two forms of antecedent introduction. This
sult is reminiscent of the earlier findings
Corbett and Dosher (1978) that dominant
highly associated instruments (e.g.,knife for
cut) act as superior recall cues even for s
tences containing a different instrument (e
the teacher cut the steak with a razorblade). It is
also consistent with the main findings fro
McKoon and Ratcliff (1981) which showed
systematic advantage for dominant instrum
in the probe recognition studies. The sec
finding is that the dominant verb–role pa
(e.g.,write–pen) lead to an early context effe
with faster V2 reading times following appr
priate implicit contexts (e.g.,write a letter for
pen) than following inappropriate implicit con
texts (e.g.,write on the blackboardfor pen). By
contrast no such effect occurs with mater
containing nondominant targets until the s
ond-pass reading of the noun. This latter find
is also confirmed in the comparison of the p
centage of first-pass regressions in which t
is a reliable context effect for the domina
role-fillers, but not for the nondominant ro
fillers.

Although these results are consistent with
main findings of McKoon and Ratcliff (1981
they do appear to conflict with one of th
results. In one of their experiments (Experim
5) they included a context manipulation
which the antecedent role-filler was introdu
in such a way that it could not act as an ins
ment for the subsequent event. For examp
hammer, introduced as a possible anteced
instrument for the eventpounding the board
was described in the context as abroken ham
mer. In this condition, in contrast to the norm
context condition, they found no evidence o
priming effect betweenhammerand board in
the probe-recognition task. This led them
r

-
,

s
d

-

-
e

e

t

-
a
t

ment and the verb was mediated by the con
in which the instrument had been introduc
Their result seems to contradict the presen
sult, which suggests that theinitial integration
of the dominant role-filler happens whatever
contextual appropriateness of the link. The
crepancy between these two findings is pro
bly attributable to the difference in techniqu
used and, in particular, the point at which
link is being probed. In the present experim
we examined the on-line processing of the r
filler reference and discovered evidence of
mediate integration for the dominant role-fill
quickly followed by evidence of contextu
evaluation. In the McKoon and Ratcliff stu
they assessed the final representation of
sentence after it had been understood (follow
a delay of at least 4.5 s) and in a situation wh
the instrument had been ruled out on pragm
grounds. Had they been able to tap into
priming immediately after the critical verb th
results might well have been different. We
lieve that the on-line eye-tracking analysis gi
a much clearer picture of the precise time co
of the resolution process than is possible w
the delayed priming technique.

GENERAL DISCUSSION

The results from the experiment indicate
two-stage process of discourse role resolu
The first stage is consistent with the lexi
account and is driven by the lexical link b
tween an antecedent verb and a dominant
filler. Thus, dominant role-fillers, such asthe
pen for writing, are integrated automatica
with previous material about writing, where
nondominant role-fillers, such asthe chalkfor

riting, are not. Perhaps the most striking fi
ng is that this early integration process is
ervious to the influence of the context in wh

he role was introduced. Thuswriting on a
lackboard is just as effective for initial inte
ration of the penas iswriting a letter despite

he fact that people judgepen to be a poo
nstrument for writing on a blackboard. T
xperiment also demonstrates that there
econd resolution stage at which context ma
n important contribution. Thus measures
ubsequent processing difficulty, such as
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541BONDING AND RESOLUTION OF DISCOURSE ROLES
ond-pass reading time, show substantial eff
of contextual appropriateness. In addition, th
is clear evidence that this contextual resolu
begins earlier for dominant role-fillers than
nondominant role-fillers. Both the regressi
path time analysis for the verb region and
pattern of first-pass regressions from the v
indicate an earlier contextual resolution of
dominant role-fillers.

So the results point to two stages of interp
tation with (1) a low-level automatic proce
associated with establishing some kind of
between the potential role-filler and a previ
verb, which we callbonding, and (2) a late
process which tests and resolves the link w
respect to the overall discourse representa
which we call resolution. The distinction be
tween low-level bonding processes and h
level resolution processes was first suggeste
the context of pronoun interpretation (Sanfo
Garrod, Lucas, & Henderson, 1983; Garrod
Sanford, 1990; see also McKoon and Ratc
1989, on a similar distinction which they c

FIG. 3. A schematic representation of the time c
and nondominant verb–role pairs. The left panel ill
illustrates subsequent resolution domains (thick l
ts
e

-

b

-

n,

-
in
,

,

recovery versus integration). For pronoun in
pretation, it was assumed that readers for
loose superficial attachment between a pron
and a possible antecedent, bonding, before c
mitting to a full referential interpretation of th
pronoun, resolution. For discourse role interp
tation, we assume that verbs will only estab
bonding links with dominant role-fillers. Th
verb write, for example, would bond with th
dominant instrumentpen,but not the nondom
nant instrumentchalk.

To illustrate how this would work, consid
Fig. 3 in relation to processing the role ref
ences in the materials discussed here. Whe
critical reference,the penor the chalk,is first

ncountered, the initial bonding takes place
anel of the figure). For the explicit materi
onds can be set up both with the antece
oun and, in the case of the dominantpen,with

he antecedent verb as well (top left pan
owever, for the implicit materials only th
ominantpenwill form a bond because the on
vailable bonding site is at the verb and

rse of discourse role interpretation in relation to domina
ates the initial bonding process (thin links), the right pa
).
ou
ustr
inks
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542 GARROD AND TERRAS
left panel). On the assumption that bond
signals initial integration of the current mate
with the context, we would expect failure
bond, as in the case of the nondominantchalk,
to lead to increased first-pass reading time.
is exactly what happened in the present ex
iment for the nondominant role-fillers in t
implicit conditions.

In the second stage of processing resolu
there is also a contrast between the two ta
types (represented in the right panel of the
ure). This is because in the implicit conditi
the bond for the dominant fillerpen makes i

ossible to test the reference earlier agains
ontext and so enables the reader to discove
ontextual anomaly at an earlier stage in p
essing (bottom right panel). Again the patt
f difficulty is consistent with that found in th
resent experiment: there was an earlier e
ence of the context effect for dominant targ
e.g.,pen) in the regression-path time analy
i.e., V2) and in the pattern of immediate
ressions from the verb. As with interpretat
f pronouns, early bonding enables the con

ual information to be brought to bear in int
reting the rest of the sentence as soon as
equired. In cases where the role does not fi
ost plausible construal of the context situa

e.g., writing a letter with chalk) we must a
ume that the reader is forced to reconstrue
ituation to make it more plausible (e.g., p
aps as a teacher writing the letter on a bla
oard as part of a lesson). We suggest that

his reconstrual process that leads to the
reased reading time in the inappropriate c
ext conditions. The discrepancy between
arly increase in reading time for the nondo
ant targets together with evidence of sub
uent early contextual disruption for the do
ants is what supports the two-stage bond
esolution account.

At the outset, we raised three unresol
uestions about the processing of discourse

inks. First, is the process top-down or botto
p? The results of the experiment are com
ated in this respect. On the one hand, it se
hat the initial bonding process, as reflecte
he lexical effect for nondominant as oppose
ominant role-fillers, relates to a forward as
is
r-

n
t

-

e
e

-

r-
s

-

is
e

e
-
-
is
-
-
e
-
-

-

le

-
s

-

uent role-filler. So it could be argued that
ffect arises from an intralexical priming p
ess in which the verbwrite speeds up access
he meaning of the dominant role-fillerpenbut
not the nondominant role-fillerchalk.For this to
be the case, we would have to assume tha
degree and time course of intralexical sema
priming between the verb and its dominant ro
filler was equivalent to that of the repetiti
priming between the antecedentpen and the
target role-filler pen in the explicit condition
(i.e., the baseline condition). There are th
things that go against this account of the d
First, there is the problem of the distance
tween the verb and the target role-filler. At le
one clause and an average of 12.5 words in
vened between the mention of the verb (e
writing) and the reference to the target role-fi
(e.g., the pen). It is unlikely that intralexica
semantic priming would remain as strong o
so much intervening material as the repeti
priming in the baseline condition.4 Second, th
lexical effect only emerged weakly in the fir
pass reading of the noun itself with the m
robust effects coming out in the subsequent
region as a spillover. As Morris (1994) h
demonstrated, such delayed effects in the
tracking record reflect postaccess integra
rather than intralexical priming. Finally, there
the issue of the absence of early context eff
for the nondominant role-fillers. The conte
surrounding the verbs were pretested to en
that they strongly predicted their appropri
target items. For example, the context for
nondominant itemchalk contained words suc

lackboardandexercise,which would also b
xpected to primechalk. Yet, there was n

evidence of priming effects from the context
the target item in these conditions (e.g.,writing
an exercise on the blackboarddoes not reduc
gaze onchalkany more thanwriting a letter of
complaint). Hence, we would suggest that
bonding process, like other anaphoric p

4 Instances of long-distance semantic priming (with u
2 intervening words) have been reported in the litera
ut they depend upon retaining the prime word in the fo
f attention and probably reflect message level or gl
ontext priming (see Foss & Ross, 1983; Hess, Fos
arroll, 1995).
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gered by the reference to the role-filler its
(See Garrod et al., 1990).

This brings us to the second question ra
in the introduction: the extent to which reso
tion depends on the semantic representatio
the antecedent verb as opposed to the ov
situation portrayed in the antecedent sente
The results of the experiment indicate that
initial bonding depends on the semantic re
sentation of the verb, whereas later resolu
depends on a representation of the antece
event as a whole. In light of the discuss
above, this raises questions about precisely
the bonding process can operate in such a
that it is triggered by reference to the role-fi
but controlled by the representation of the ve
In line with Garrod et al. (1990; see also Ger
bacher, 1989) we suggest that the bonding
cesses may operate in a similar fashion to
trieval processes in models of mem
proposed by Hintzman (1986) and Ratc
(1978). Initially, the target reference broadca
to all matching antecedents in the discou
representation in parallel. Potential anteced
then echo or resonate to the extent that
match the semantic features of the referen
the first instance, both the dominant and n
dominant role-fillers will match to some deg
the antecedent verb because there is a s
backward association between role-filler
verb irrespective of dominance. However, o
in the case of the dominant role-fillers will th
be reflected in a reciprocal resonance from
verb to the role-filler because there is onl
strong forward association between verbs
their dominant role-fillers. We suggest that i
this combination of backward and forward
sociation that underlies the initial bonding p
cess between the verb and dominant role-fi
What is new in this account is the idea t
antecedent verbs as a result of their relation
with role-fillers play a part in anaphoric bondi
in much the same way as antecedent noun

Finally, we raised the issue of the time cou
of the interpretation process. The experim
indicates that discourse role interpretation,
that of other kinds of anaphora, is an on-l
process initiated soon after encountering
critical reference. However, like pronoun int
d
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matic bonding stage that only takes accoun
limited lexical information from the prior dis
course, and second, a resolution stage in w
the link is checked against the broader cont
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